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FLARR PAGES #29
The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River

File under:
-Writing Techniques
-Common Errors in
French Composition
-Correcting French
Composition above
the Elementary
Level

"Writing at the Intermediate and advanced levels, carefully selected
Advanced Levels," Andre Lebugle, sentences to be translated in the target
language are more beneficial and also
University of North Dakota
constitute an effective way to monitor
the learners' progress. However,
Writing in a foreign language is a
there is one problem: many books do
demanding task, and students should
not provide such exercises, and
therefore be thoroughly prepared for
teachers may have to create their own
it. They may be given vocabulary
and expressions to study in advance, . or borrow them from a manual
printed before 1960.
but this is of limited usefulness.
Reading a story on which their narrations will focus will reap more benefits. Since language learning is based
on imitation, reading is a prerequisite
to writing.

. Reading a story on which
their narrations will focus
will reap more benefits.
Since language learning is
based on imitation, reading is a prerequisite to
writing.

However, a sound reading
manual is not enough to
produce competent writers. One also needs to
work actively on grammar exercises.

When they are trying to express in
French, "I walk to the supermarket,"
or "We drove to Paris," students
commonly use, Je marche au supermarche and Ja vais au supermarche a
Among other things, it allows students pied, and Nous sommes alles a Paris
en voiture. In the students' versions
to imitate constructions and acquire
au actually means "at," and a"in."
new vocabulary. However, a sound
Another mistake, also related to the
reading manual is not enough to protranslation of "to," regularly surfaces
duce competent writers. One also
with "to take something/someone to."
needs to work actively on grammar
Most students use prendre ... a..., which
exercises. I know that such an
does not work. "Take this book to
activity does not create miracles and
her" should be, Apportez-lui ce livre,
that students quickly forget the rules
they applied perfectly the day before. and "He took me to the movies" is,
ll m'a emmene(e) au cinema.
This is why, at the intermediate and

The translation of "to make" is different depending on whether the verb
is followed by an adjective or by a
verb. With an adjective, rendre is
used, while faire precedes an infinitive. Example: ll les rend heureux,
mais il les fait travailler toute la
journee.
The list includes a summary of translating "what." It also emphasizes the
three ways to place peut-etre in a
sentence, all of them commonly
ignored by students. It reviews the
translation of "since" and "for'' constructed with expressions of time.
There are also a few lines about the
differences between the imparfait and
the passe compose, another source of
countless avoidable mistakes.
Prochain and suivant are often misused. The former is associated with a
verb in the present or future, while
the latter is generally used in.the past.
Examples: ll arrivera la semaine
prochaine; and Ma cousine est venue
le mois suivant.
Of course, the list reviews "to miss,"
a difficult word to translate, and it
focuses on another favorite mistake
occasioned by the use of penser. This
verb is almost always followed by a
form of a. When used with de, it
means to "have an opinion" and is
usually part of a question. Example:
Que pensez-vous demon livre?
After the students have written their
compositions, there are two more
steps that take place. The first one,
which has put many a teacher to
sleep, is the correction. Above the
elementary classes, I mainly underline
mistakes and only rewrite the passages

which the students would not be
capable of phrasing correctly. I use
a yellow marker to point out unacceptable mistakes, such as lack of
agreement of an adjective, avoir
employed instead of etre, wrong verb
endings, etc. I also write a few codes
in the margin which refer to specific
types of mistakes. Example: "T" for
wrong tense.
The last step is very important and
mandatory, and I give out points for a
job well done. It requires the students
to rewrite their compositions and
hand them back, stapled to their original versions. Those who have received an "A" do not have to redo the
whole narration, only each sentence
that contains an error, even a minor
one.
1

Commonly misused:
au, prendre... a... , apporter,
emmener, rendre, faire,
peut-etre, imparfait I
passe compose, prochain,
suivant, penser a, penser de
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